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you can now convert a selection to uvs, as well as a face to uvs. this is very helpful if you want to
convert a face from an external application to rizomuv. it also gives you access to the 3d selection
previously described. both of these are really helpful, especially when your external software gives
you great opportunities to select and convert easily from and to rizomuv. last but not least, convert

rizomuv to c4d lets you convert rizomuv uvs to c4d vertex and edges. with this function, your
rizomuv uvs are converted into c4d vertex and edges. this function is a good option for when your
3d project needs to be exported to an external application. it saves you a step, and it keeps your
rizomuv uvs safe. rizom-lab virtual spaces have been changed to rizomuv and you now have the

ability to convert from rizomuv to cinema 4d and from cinema 4d to rizomuv. you can also convert
a selection to uvs and convert a face to uvs. all these functions are powerful and time-saving,

especially if you want to convert a face from an external application to rizomuv. rizomuv virtual
spaces is the best choice for designers and artists who want to work with the 3d editor, 3ds max,
blender, modo, cinema 4d, 3d warehouse or blendswap. it was designed to be very user-friendly
and to offer maximum control over the 3d process. rizomuv real space is ideal for modelling and
design work where the original dimensions of your model are important. rizomuv vs and rs are

available for 64-bit windows 7+, macos 10.12.5+, and linux. there are integration plugins for 3ds
max, blender, and modo, and legacy plugins for cinema 4d, maya, and zbrush. rizomuv vs and rs
can be purchased as perpetual licenses or on a monthly, rent-to-own basis. www.rizom-lab.com
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